THE SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL FACTS/STUDIES/REPORTS ON PORK IN HALAL
MEAT:
-MUSLIMS ARE EATING MINCED MEAT IN HALAL SHOPS WHICH CONTAIN PORK?????
-A LOT OF HALAL CHICKEN IN HALAL SHOPS CONTAIN PORK,INJECTED WITH WATER ?????
ALL DONOR KEBABS CONTAIN PORK????
Where are the Imams and Muftis?,where are the Muslim leaders and big organisations?where are the Muslim
doctors?
Where are the Muslim consumers?Where are the MUSLIMS????
We are feeding ourselves and our innocent children frequently PORK...PORK...PORK....
Any Muslim eating HARAM/pork:will not enter JANNAH and his/her Du'a will not be accepted???
Besides PORK,medically causes about 75 diseases????
ON TOP OF THAT:
Most meat/ chicken in the halal market are coming from non halal Dhabh/slaughter/non Prophetic way ...with the
use of the cruel inhumane stunning and electric shock?
ARE WE GOING TO KEEP SILENT?
ARE WE GOING TO CARRY ON AND EAT WITH OUR INNOCENT MUSLIM CHILDREN MORE PORK...PORK...PORK...?
(LA HAWLA WALA QUOWATTA ILLA BILLAH....?)
IS THERE A PLAN TO FEED ALL MUSLIMS FREQUENTLY PORK And Haram meat???
CAN WE PUT FIRST OUR HOUSE IN ORDER?
CAN WE STOP EATING HARAM MEAT...at least for a while?
MY SIMPLE OLD ADVICE: GROW YOUR OWN/SLAUGHTER YOUR OWN(in licensed slaughterhouse) AND COOK YOUR
OWN
Trading standards officers test lamb kebabs in 20 restaurants... and found that NONE contained just lamb







All kebabs contained a mixture of pork, beef or poultry
Only three lamb curries tested had just lamb
Four curries contained none at all
Muslims may be unwittingly eating pork
One kebab contained almost 20 times the safe levels of food colouring

Beware the next time you order a lamb kebab - as consumer watchdogs have discovered that every one they tested
contained a concoction of other meats.
An investigation by trading standards officers has revealed that none of 20 lamb kebabs tested contained just lamb
- while four lamb curries out of 19 did not contain any lamb at all.
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Lamb is the most expensive meat consumers regularly buy, followed by beef and pork, with chicken being the
cheapest.

More than meats the eye: Officials found no lamb kebabs tested contained only lamb and that all had a
combination of other meats
Trading standards officers wanted to check that consumers were getting what they expected - and paid for.
Yet incredibly, none of the 20 lamb kebabs sampled contained just lamb.
They all contained a mixture of lamb together with either pork, beef or poultry.
Trading standards officers say they understand that some restaurants may be knowingly using chicken in their lamb
kebabs as it helps to ensure the meat sticks together around the skewer during cooking.

Of 19 lamb curries tested, only three contained just lamb. Again, most contained a mixture of lamb together with
either beef or poultry. But four lamb curries didn't contain any lamb at all.
These were then tested to see what meat they actually contained and to check for high levels of artificial colourings
- which can affect people's health and trigger hyperactivity in children.
Although none of the curries were found to contain high levels of colourings, 70 per cent of the kebabs tested did.
One contained levels of artificial colouring that were 18 times higher than permitted, another was 13 times higher.
This may be due to human error in preparation of the marinades used by the restaurants and take-aways to give
the kebab colour.
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National favourite: Kebabs are popular takeaway food across the UK
Officers from Warwickshire County Council trading standards visited 20 restaurants and takeaways, at random, in
Stratford upon Avon, Leamington Spa, Nuneaton and Rugby and purchased 39 lamb curries and lamb kebabs.
Warwickshire County councillor Richard Hobbs, portfolio holder for community safety said: 'Consumers rely on
accurate food descriptions. Some foods are not permitted to be eaten by some religions and cultures, whilst some
people may wish to avoid some foods because of allergy concerns.
'Consumers should also have the confidence that if they are buying an expensive product such as lamb, that they
are not getting chicken instead, a meat that is half the price.
'Warwickshire trading standards will now be contacting every restaurant and takeaway involved.
'Further investigations are to be carried out and advice will be provided to retailers and the wholesale trade.'
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